1. The singles/double tournament will consist of a single or double elimination tournament based on the number of entries. Check on IMLeagues/emich for the exact time and place of the tournament.

2. A match will consist of the best two (2) out of three (3) games. A game will consist of fifteen (15) points. The winner must win by two (2) points.

3. Pairings will be drawn up as the contestants report for the tournament. The tournament will be held on Racquetball Courts of the Rec/IM. We will inform you on IMLeagues which ones those will be.

4. Courts will be assigned as games are finished.

5. After each match, the winner on each court is asked to report to the scorer’s table for reassignment of their next contest.

GENERAL COMMENTS

1. Who Serves: A racket spin is made; the winner has his/her choice of service, side of court, or defense.

2. Individuals start service from the respective right hand side of the court. When a point is gained the subsequent serve is from the left hand side of the court and etc.

IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT 487-1338.